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Introduction
 The Center for Urban Research (CUR), 
headed by Professor John Mollenkopf, is 
part of the Graduate Center at the CUNY
 CUNY Data Service
 CUNY Mapping Service
 Expertise in secondary data analysis and 
GIS for New York City
Presentation Outline
 Introduction to GIS
 Locating New York City Geographic Data Files
 Geo-coding Data
 New York City Data Sources
 Demographic Survey Data
 Administrative Data
 Applications of GIS for New York City Data
 Merging Individual Data with Contextual Data
 Allocation of Data on the basis of Geography
 Examples from CUR Projects
What is GIS?
 “GIS is a collection of computer hardware, 
software, and geographic data for 
capturing, managing, analyzing, and 
displaying all forms of geographically 
referenced information” 
(www.gis.com/whatisgis/index.html)
 Google Maps and Mapquest are just the 
beginning
 Gaining popularity in the social sciences 
GIS Programs
 Two major programs in the field
 MapInfo 
 ESRI’s ArcGIS
 Each has unique file format
 MapInfo uses .tab files
 ArcGIS uses .shp files
 Actually, a .shp file could have three or more files 
Types of Geographic Files
 Point Files
 Show the location of a specific point, usually as 
an XY coordinate 
 Buildings, intersections, crimes
 Line Files
 Route or road files
 Street maps, subway lines
 Polygon Files
 Areas bounded with lines
 Parks, neighborhoods, lakes, tracts
An Example
Table Format of a Geographic File
 Each point, polygon, 
or line segment 
corresponds to a row 
in a table, shown on 
the right
 Can have geographic 
coordinate data
 Can also have 
descriptive data 
 Additional data can 
be appended
Downloading Geographic Files
 Bytes of the Big Apple, NYC Department of 
City Planning 
(www.nyc.gov/planning/html/bytes/applbyte.shtml)
 NYCMAP, NYC Department of Information 
Technology and Telecommunications 
(www.nyc.gov/html/doitt/html/eservices/eservices_gis.shtml)
 NYS GIS Clearinghouse 
(www.nysgis.state.ny.us) 
 U.S. Bureau of the Census 
(www.census.gov/geo/www/cob/index.html )
Bytes of the Big Apple
 Administrative and Political Boundary Files
 Census Geography Boundary Files
 Public and Private Community Facility 
Location database
 LION (NYC Street Map)
 Tax Block and Lot Data
 Tax Block and Lot Boundaries
 PLUTO 
 PAD 
Bytes of the Big Apple Website 1
Bytes of the Big Apple Website 2
Census Bureau Website
Geographically Coding Data
 Commonly called 
geocoding
 Entering address into 
Map Quest is geocoding
 Creates point data
 Involves assigning the 
X and Y coordinates
 Usually based on street 
address
 To an intersection












 E-Coli Cases 
New York City Data Sources, Part I
 U.S. Bureau of the Census
 Decennial Census Public Use Microdata
 American Community Survey Data (ACS)
 Census and ACS Summary File
 New York City Housing and Vacancy Survey
 U.S. Department of Labor
 Current Population Survey
 Even when individual data, generally 
limited geographic information
Census Bureau Website 
More of the Census Bureau Website
 Summary Files
 Very extensive tables of data
 Some at the block level, most at the 
tract level
 Public Use Microdata 
 Individual and Household Records
 Sample of all long-form respondents
 Can be analyzed at the PUMA
 Most flexible
 American Community Survey
New York City Housing and Vacancy 
Survey
 Conducted every three 
years by the Census 
Bureau for the city
 Large sample 
(approximately 
18,000 housing units)
 Both household and 
individual records
 Geography matches 
the decennial Census
New York City Data Sources, Part II
 New York City Agencies
 Annual Health Survey 
 Administrative Data from individual agencies
 Neighborhood profiles at My Neighborhood Statistics 
(http://gis.nyc.gov/ops/mmr/address.jsp?app=MMR)
 Infoshare has compiled an extensive set NYC 
data in a flexible data and mapping engine 
(www.infoshare.org/)
 University Neighborhood Housing Program 
(UNHP) has put together a guide to New York 
City community-based data 
(www.unhp.org/crg.html)
Annual NYC Community Health Survey
 Annual phone survey 
(2002-2005 data 
available) 
 Sample of around 
10,000 New Yorkers 
age 18 and older
 Public use data for 
subset of questions is 
available
 At the United Hospital 
Fund Neighborhood
Infoshare Website
Community Resource Guide Website
Using GIS to Join or Merge Data
 Familiar with joining data based on ID
 ID matches can be done with GIS
 Possible to append additional variables or 
measures from a table to a geographic file
 GIS programs can join based on 
geography/spatial relationships
 Either a one-to-one match, such as one 
Community Board per hospital
 Or a one-to-many match, such as multiple 
hospitals within a Community Board
Spatial Joins, Part I
 Point to Polygon
 Completely within
 Nearest
 Can append neighborhood descriptive 
statistics to individuals, locations, or 
events
 The relationship of the childhood 
neighborhood and educational outcomes
 The relationship between neighborhood 



















Spatial Joins, Part II
 Polygon to Point
 Closest or first found
 Summary of all points
 Can aggregate individuals, events, or 
locations to a geographic area
 The distribution of illegal housing conversion 






















Spatial Joins, Part III
 Polygon to Polygon
 Closest or first found
 Summary of all polygons 
that intersect
 If geographic area are nested, such as 
census blocks with a tract, can calculate 
aggregate measures for an area
 Combining Community Boards to get be able 
to merge administrative city data with survey 





















Overlapping New York City Geography
 Boundaries do not 
match perfectly
 GIS can display 
multiple layers of 
geography in one 
map




Center for Urban Research Projects
Poverty in New York City
Racial and Ethnic Segregation in LA




 Many possible applications for GIS in 
social science research
 Still a new tool for social scientists
 Statistical advancements
 Geographically Weighted Regression 
(Goodchild 2004)
 Hierarchical Linear Model Data Preparation
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